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Abbildung, illustration
Figur, figure    
feste Masche, American single crochet, English double crochet
Luftmasche, (crochet) chain
Masche, stitch
Reihe, row
Runde, round
Seite, side, or page
Staebchen, American double crochet, English treble crochet
zusammen, together
left, or purl stitch
right, or purl stitch

Read the chart from right to left. 

Empty squares on charts are placeholders for the purposes of chart-
ing; there is no corresponding stitch on the needles. Only squares 
with a symbol represent actual stitches.

Only the patterned rows are written in the chart. On uncharted 
interim rows, work the stitches as they present themselves, knitting 
knit stitches, purling purl stitches, and twisting twisted stitches (knit 
through the back loop).

Be careful with yarn overs. The chart may direct you to knit one or 
more stitches into a yarn over on the interim round. Knit into yarn 
overs, but if the chart directs you to knit more than once into a yarn 
over, alternate knit and purl stitches.

 1- Slip 1 stitch as if to purl.

 2- Knit 1.

 3- Purl 1.

 4- Yarn over [YO].

 5- Yarn over, and on the next row knit 1 and purl 1 into the YO.

 6- Knit 1 through the back loop [tbl] to make a twisted stitch.

 7- Knit 2 together.

 8- Slip 1 as if to knit, knit 1, pass the slipped stitch over [skp]. 

 9- Knit 3 together: slip 1, knit 2 together, pass the slipped stitch over.

 10- Knit and purl into the same stitch.

11- Knit into the same stitch as many times as indicated by the   
   number, alternating knit and purl.
12- Knit together as many stitches as indicated by the number.

13- Slip 1 stitch as if to knit, knit two stitches, and pass the slipped   
   stitch over the two knit stitches. (Decrease of 3 stitches to 2)
14- Cross two stitches: knit into the second stitch on the left needle   
   but do not drop it from the needle, then knit into the first stitch  
   on the left needle, and drop both stitches off together.

15- Move the marker backward (to the right) the number of stitches   
   indicated by the number. This means that this round will begin  
   before completing the interim round. The number in the box   
   indicates how many stitches ahead to start the pattern round.   
   This will happen on every pattern repeat in this round.

16- Move the marker forward (to the left) the number of stitches indi 
   cated by the number. This means that this round will begin 1   
   or more stitches after completing the interim round. The   
   number in the box indicates how many stitches to knit plain   
   before starting the pattern round. This will happen on every   
   pattern repeat in this round.

17- Purl 2 stitches together.

18- Purl 3 stitches together.

19- Knit 2 stitches together through the back loops.

20- Yarn over and on the next row knit into the YO as many stitches 
as    indicated by the number, alternating knit and purl stitches.

21- Knit as many stitches as the number indicates.
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This translation is intended as a guide to the early knitted “Burda” German 
Language lace patterns, as reprinted by Buchverlag fur die Frau and does not 

necessarily cover every instance and innovation. 


